Shipmaster Lucky

Reaction

Description

Mission Briefing
Lucky explains the current mission to the player. He
looks optimistic, hoping the player will do well. But
there is always a glint of skepticism in his eye.

Reaction: Very Upset
The player has done poorly in his mission. Lucky is
really upset and letting some steam out. He puffs out
his gut and crosses his arms and gives the player a
dirty look.

Reaction: Not Pleased
The player hasn't done well on his mission, but has
completed it. Lucky looks resigned to accept
mediocre work. He looks kind of tired, and bored
with the unexceptional kid.

Reaction: Satisfied
The player has just done a good job on his mission
and Lucky is pleased. He has a jolt of enthusiasm
and gives the kid some encouragement.

Reaction: Totally Blown Away!
The player has just flown a PERFECT mission. The
shipmaster is totally blown away, shocked, surprised
and elated! He never expected the kid to do so well.
This is an over-the-top reaction. Lucky experiences a
beard explosion and googly eyes!

Lucky Bandaged
• During the war missions (chapter 5), Lucky should appear with a bandage. He should also
appear with a more serious look on his face, as this is war!

Madam Lufori

Reaction

Description

Mission Briefing
Madam Lufori explains the current mission to the
player. She is prompt and to the point. She is
encouraging and also grateful in the way she speaks
to the player.

Reaction: Severe Disappointment
The player has just done a really poor job on his
mission. Madam Lufori's face kind of droops in an
unfaltering way. She is very disappointed in the
player, and a little embarrassed that she trusted him.
She makes kind of an 'ugly schoolteacher' face.

Reaction: Let Down
The player has just completed a mission but didn't do
very well. Madam Lufori has a sympathetic look on
her face. She is curious why the player did so poorly.
Her eyes reveal that she thinks the player is kind of
pathetic... but she won't give up on him yet.

Reaction: Pleased
The player has just done a great job on his mission.
Madam Lufori is pleased as punch. She smiles,
clasps her hands together and tries to contain her joy.

Reaction: Madam is Busting!
The player has just completed a mission and has
done better than Madam Lufori thought was
possible. The force of her excitement has actually
knocked her backwards! Her eyes stretch open wide
and her hair feathers burst up into the air.

Jack Harvey

Reaction

Description

Mission Briefing
Jack has an overconfident appearance as he briefs the
player. He knows the mission will be tough and he
wants to test the player. He's a guy who likes to take
risks, and each mission is more and more risky. He
stares down at the player, but smiles.

Reaction: Very Upset
The player has just done a horrible job and Jack is
upset. He does his signature face-palm move, to
convey his disappointment and disgust with the
player.

Reaction: Not Impressed
The player has done a mediocre job on his last
mission. Jack is not impressed and seems to barely
notice the player, when speaking to him. His eyes are
cold and indirect.

Reaction: Impressed
The player has done a good job on his last mission.
Jack is thrilled. In fact, he gets a little crazy-eyed
when he gets excited.

Reaction: Amazed
The player has just done an absolutely amazing job
on his mission. Jack appears strangely humble and
removes his hat for the first time. He looks at the
player, beaming. Maybe there is a tear in his eye?

Falroy the Wiseman

Reaction

Description

Mission Briefing

Falroy looks at the player with a kind and welcoming expression. His hands are
clasped together, and he's ready to send the player on his mission.

Reaction: Upset

Falroy's brow is furrowed and he is making a frown. He's very upset with the
player.

Reaction:
Disappointed

Falroy is not pleased with the player's actions. He makes a smug expression and
looks over the player, as if he's looking through him.

Reaction:
Happy

Falroy is happy with how the player performed. He gives him a thumbs up, or
'okay' gesture to show his approval. He smiles.

Raction: Blown
Away!

Falroy can't believe how well the player did! His hat spins around helicopter style
and all the trinkets hanging from it fling outward. He's eyes go all crazy-happy.

